Abstract. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of cardinal interpolation with bivariate box splines as the degree tends to infinity.
Introduction and Statement of Main Results
For a set of vectors ~, = {~l, 9 9 9 , ~.} with ~.eZ", the box spline M~ is the functional on Co(R m) defined by [1] , [2] n As becomes apparent from its Fourier transform the box spline is a natural generalization of the univariate cardinal spline. Motivated by I. J. Schoenberg's beautiful results [7] [8] [9] , we have studied cardinal interpolation for box splines. The first question is whether the interpolation problem is correct; i.e., whether there exists, for any continuous bounded function f, a unique bounded spline /~fES.-:= span {Me(.-j): j~Z m} that interpolates fat the lattice points, i.e.,
&f(k) = f(k),
keZ".
C. de Boor, K. Hfllig and S. Riemenschneider holds if and only if the box splines M~(" -j), jeZ ~, form a basis for S~.
So far, the positivity of P has been proved only in the bivariate case [3, Theorem 4] . In this paper we continue our investigation in [3] concerning the convergence of bivariate cardinal spline interpolation as the degree tends to infinity. We obtain the bivariate analogue of the following result, which is due to F. B. Richards, I. J. Schoenberg and S. D. Riemenschneider.
Theorem [5, 6, 8] .
( Up to symmetry, bivariate cardinal interpolation is correct iff the vectors in E are chosen from the set {(1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)}. We assume from now on that E is of this form and refer to it by n = (n~, n 2, n3)eZ3+, where n~ is the multiplicity of the corresponding vector in E.
One might expect that (-7r, 7r) 2 plays the role of the interval (-~r, ~r) in the bivariate analogue of the above theorem. However, the situation is more complicated. There is a continuum of different fundamental domains and the convergence of I~ depends on just how the components of n go to infinity.
Denote by n' the "middle" component of n, i.e., the second number in any ordering of n~,n2,n3. We write n~N if a sequence n(m), meN, satisfies
We assume further that (n3) 
aN.j(x):= \u+k] \v+e] \u+v+k+g
Clearly, the set fin iS bounded by the curves UN.j := {21rx: aN.j(X) = 1 }, jeJ. If one of the components of N equals o% the sets fin as well as the curves I'Nj have to be interpreted as the appropriate limits (cf. Proposition 2). A qualitatively correct picture of fin is given in Fig. 1 . Figure 2 shows a few special cases. Of particular interest is the symmetric case N = (1,1,1).
2~1, 0 -2~r i~r C. de Boor, K. H611ig and S. Riemenschneider A detailed discussion of the properties of the sets fin is given in [3] . We merely note that they are fundamental domains, i.e., up to a set of measure zero, their translates 2rj + fiN, Je z2, form a partition of R ~.
Our first result is an extension of Theorem 5.2 of [3] to include interpolation of data with power growth as was done in [7] for the univariate case. We may relax the assumption (n2). Clearly any subsequence of n also satisfies (nl) and (n3). If {No} are the limit points of the sequence n/n', then one has to replace the set fin in the theorems by N f~o. Figure 3 shows the intersection fin and the union flu of all possible limit sets. 
Proofs
We assume throughout that the sequence n satisfies (nl)-(n3). We denote by c various positive generic constants that do not depend on n. These constants may change even within the same line. Further, we set
and denote by Xn the characteristic function of the set f~.
Denote by L.ESn the fundamental spline that interpolates the data 60.k, kEZ 2. It is easily seen [3] that L, decays exponentially at infinity. Therefore, if we assume, for example, that
If(x) I _< c(1 + Ixl) c, then we can write the cardinal interpolant in Lagrange form
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are based on the following estimate for the Fourier transform of L,, which will be derived at the end of this section. d~(x) > e (4) For any e > 0 and aeZ2+ there exists n~ such that for n' >_ n~ and For the proof of Theorem 3 we make use of the following precise estimates for/~, and the numbers a,.: which were derived in [3] . 
la.,j(x) l < (1 + c dist(2rx, -j/2))-"', jeJ' The reader who compares these statements with those in [3] will notice that we have changed the notation slightly. Note that the estimate (6) is stronger than the assertion of Theorem 3 for a = 0, because the constants c in (6) do not depend on the distance of x to Off..
We need the analogue of estimate (7) for the derivatives of a.u.
Lemma 1. For any 6 > O, there exist constants q, c and no(6) such that for all n' >_ n o and 27rx~fl,,

I
[1 + c dist(27rx, I',, u t3 fl,,)] -", jeJ
The proof of this lemma is technical and we postpone it until the end. (6) such that for all n' >_ no,
Proposition 3. Let x' = x + j, with jeZ2\O and 27rx~fl,. Then for some c and for any 6 > O, there exist constants c~ and no
For a = 0 this is Proposition 5.4 in [3] . There we bounded the terms in square brackets on the right-hand side of (8) by [1 + cd,(2rcx') ], which appears on the righthand side of (9) . Clearly, the case ct ~ 0 can be treated in the same way. can be bounded by the right-hand side of (11). Lemma 1 yields 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since
_ e~(1 + e~5)'.~ [1 +cd.(27rx)]-', jEJ U J', I D'%,j(x) l ( (1 + clJl) -o', j z2\{J u J' u 0}.
(27rx) D~-aa.J(x).
Therefore, by (11) and Proposition 3, D~L, can be estimated by
ID"s
Theorem 3 easily follows from the estimates (11) and (12): Let e > 0 and assume that du(27rx) > e. We choose n~ so that dist(Ofl.,OflN) < e/2 for n' > n~. Now (11) and (12) give (4), since we can choose ~ sufficiently small. 9
Proof of Lemma 1. In proving (8) [ O~a,,j(u,v) Case (ii). v < 6 < 88 u > ~-: We consider several subcases. 
c(l + clel)-'"+~21a"'(-"~ + v--l + e "
The last factor is less than (l+clgl)-'~ and, since for 27r(u,v)~fl., l a.,(_ L0)(u,v) I < 1, (8) follows. If (k,e) = (-1,0) it is easily seen that the left-hand side of (1 8) 
